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Poul R. Weile, born 1954 in Odense and raised on Funen, is an out-and-out visual artist.  By this I mean that 

he has chosen to work almost exclusively with his trade almost without caring about the fact that the livelihood 

in this unstable business could be supplemented by money from parallel jobs, contrary to what a lot of other 

artists have done and still do.  This consistent attitude has been symtomatic of Poul Weile ever since 1979 

when he made the crucial decision to drop his life as a wage earner and apply for a place at the Funen Art 

Academy. He was accepted immediately because of the documented con-amore artwork he had done since he 

was a child. After the first year at the obligatory basic school of the academy (which focused exclusively on 

traditional drawing back then ), Poul Weile had to choose a speciality. He decided to continue his education as 

a sculptur. However, characteristic  of his independent – or rebellious, if you will -  attitude, he did not 

restrict himself to the demand of the school which said that you should only aim at becoming either a painter 

or a sculptor. Poul Weile did what he thought was best for himself and therefore he cultivated his interest in 

painting parallel to attending the sculpture classes at the Academy. This of course took place outside the 

parameters of the art institution. Therefore he masters both of the above-mentioned subject areas. After 

graduating in 1984, his curiosity has taken him to the frontiers of traditional visual art as it has been the case 

with a lot of his colleagues both those of his age and younger. After the student rebellion in 1968, questioning 

the traditional ideas of the authorities was a natural part of the Zeitgeist. For Poul Weile that has turned out to 

be very fruitfull. For many years he has effortlessly worked with drawing, graphics, painting, sculpture, 

installation art, happenings, performances, photography, and video art and he is not afraid to mix different 

modes of artistic expression. At the same time he happily draws on his extensive knowledge of art and culture 

of the past, just as he is not afraid to use everyday objects, kitsch and elements from his private life in his work. 

In this way he incorporates multiple layers of meaning into his works. Poul Weile can be characterized as a 

postmodern artist who is very much in tune with his time. 

 

The Exhibition ”Shut Out on the Wedding Night”, 1994 

 

Poul Weile covers a wide field because he is of such an open nature. That is also why it is very important to him 

that his work should embrace widely. Because, as he puts it-”...I make art for everybody. Everybody should get 

something out of my work. Nobody should feel stupid.  That is my obligation to art.” colleagues 1. One of the 

ways in which Poul Weile tries to get into contact with people is by involving them actively in his artworks, both 

physically and mentally. He did that for instance in the exhibition  "Forskudt på Bryllupsnatten" ("Shut Out on 

the Wedding Night”) at Kunsthallen Brandts in 1994. He made this in cooperation with his older colleague, 

visual artist Erik Gram:Hanssen. Because he was rooted in the avant-garde Eksperimental Art School  (also 



known as the Eks-school), Gram:Hanssen had a conception of art which both matched and challenged Poul 

Weile who in turn inspired his colleague. They often cooperated during the years 1988-94 and they eagerly 

discussed what  could  ”...get the recognition aspect of the art experience going. In other words, what does 

it take to make the make the spectator feel enriched?"2 The above-mentioned exhibition, which was an 

advanced space and video installation, at first seemed to be dealing with the themes sea and habour but in 

particular it was about the uncertain fate of a woman. She is standing at the end of a harbour pier and seems 

to be contemplating if she should end her unhappy life. As the exhibition title indicates, she has been left by 

her loved one just as she thought they were going to live a long and happy life together. Weile & 

Gram:Hanssen staged their tableau in such a way that the visitors were sent on a long zigzag walk between 

rows of stretched ropes flanked by monitors showing takes of waves washing over a shore. Meanwhile you 

gradually got nearer to the video installation where the main story of the exhibition was shown. On four 

monitors, stacked on top of each other like a tower,  you could see shots of the woman´s head, upper and 

lower body and legs. The artists said that the installation was cubistic because the different parts of her body 

had been filmed at the same time but from various angles. In that way they referred to a style which first 

became known around 1910 in France with Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque as its main exponents. They 

offered their version of the complexity of the modern world with  their many-faceted picture of a subject. 

Weile&Gram:Hanssen used a similar method in this exhibition concept. In keeping with their endeavours to 

engage the audience they refused to end their story by letting the videos loop. According to Poul Weile, the sea 

theme of the installation is rooted in his own family of sailors 3. By including a part of his private history which 

was physically present in the shape of his grandfather´s  schooner, the exhibition was added a personal angle 

that made its story particularly intimate. In the small book which Poul Weile calls a comment on the exhibition 

and not a catalogue 4, one can find both text and illustrations from Viktor von Falk´s sentimental novel ”Shut 

Out on the Wedding Night” from around 1900 5.  Weile&Gram:Hanssen had found this piece of kitsch by 

coincidence and they thought it was so inspiring that they had to make it a part of the story. The two artists 

who were rooted in  pop art, recognized something valuable in the simple and trivial. Poul Weile later 

described it as being ”a childish love of some things...that are obvious and have had an influence on you 

childhood...” 6 

 

Statuettes 

 

Around the time that Poul Weile realized ”Shut Out on the Wedding Night”, he also worked with the subject of 

complicated love in another way which was smaller and more tangible. This project took the Greek-Roman 

mythology as its starting point and resulted among other things in a series of statuettes like ”Apollon and 

Daphne”, ”Diana and Actaeon”  and ”Zeus and Danae” created in 1993-94 7. In these works the artist is not 

just playing on the theme of the conflict between the statuette couples but also on the relation between the 

figures and their plinths. These small scale sculptures are about love and especially troublesome love, where 

devinely beautiful mortal women, nymphs or goddesses are worshipped by gods and demigods and where a 



conflict between the sexes often results in one of them transforming or being transformed into something 

untouchable and unattainable. The Roman author Ovid has described this in a captivating way in 

"Metamorphoses”  from the 1st century A.D. Poul Weile takes his point of departure in modelling his figure in 

wax. He lets them appear expressive and sketchy with visible traces of fingers and modelling sticks which he 

then casts in bronze and as a contrast he makes rather large platforms of many-faceted and delicately crafted 

exotic wood to place them on. By doing so he turns the question of the relationship between artwork and 

plinth upside down and indirectly he asks the existential question-not just regarding the motives of the 

statuettes but life as such-: what is the main thing and what is secondary? In this subtle and postmodern way 

he plays with Ovid´s theme of metamorphoses. 

 

Sculptural Monuments 

 

However, Poul Weile also manages the large format. He made his first monumental sculpture called ”Paulus” in 

1995. This was an assignment he got after having won a competition arranged by Fredens Sogn, a parish in 

Odense, on the occasion of the 75th birthday of their church.8 The result was an open air bronze sculpture 

taller than a man representing St. Paul the Apostle. He is regarded as one of the two founders of the Christian 

church. The other one is St. Peter the Apostle. The artist has portrayed his namesake at exactly that moment 

when he – a terrible persecutor of Christians- is converted. According to the description in Paul´s letter to the 

Galatians it happened "...when the one who set me apart from birth and called me by his grace was pleased to 

reveal his son in me so that I could preach him among the Gentiles."9 Poul Wiele has chosen to interpret this 

not exactly detailed description of Paul´s vision as a fictional light which is so powerful that it knocks him down. 

Furthermore the artist gives us an idea of what happened to Paul in that split second  that changes him 

fundamentally. He lets one half of the figure appear grotesque, and rough while the other half appears human 

and naturalistic. In that way Poul continues to work with the question of transformation which was also the 

theme of the mythological statuettes. At the same time he succeeds in turning  the story about Paul into 

something common, because we are all going to experience something at one time or another  – religious or 

not – that will change our lifes forever. 

Poul Weile´s sculpture ”Elle” from 1997 which Nordfyns Bank donated to the town of Bogense for its 

centenary, also plays on a legendary motif. According to the artist the title of the work just came to him like a 

blissful inspiration, but it is nevertheless the French word for ”she”. ”Elle” is an almost 2,5 metres tall bronze 

figure representing a liberated and sexy version of a mermaid. The artist has given her long, sensual and wavy 

hair, a shapely body and a seal´s tail. She is depicted standing on a stylized crest of a wave  and is leaning 

forward which makes her look as if she is floating through the fictitious water with the help from two seals 

made of light Carrara marble who support her forearms. To begin with the monument was placed in the inner 

part of Bogense Harbour in a small park which was designed by the artist but never finished. In 2007 however, 

it was moved to the outermost part of the harbour´s left pier and from here she welcomes and bids farewell to 

all the ships that arrive at and leave Bogense´s new, large marina 10. To make landlubbers aware of the 



sculpture they have, very appropriately named the new path from the harbour to the pier  ”"The Mermaid´s 

Path". The mermaid motif automatically makes one think of 2 things: firstly  the world-famous poet Hans 

Christian Andersen´s touching fairy tale ”The Little Mermaid” (1837) and secondly Edvard Eriksen´s equally 

world famous endearing little bronze sculpture who represents the main character in the above-mentioned 

fairy tale and is placed at the water´s edge on Langelinie in the port of Copenhagen. However, as a contrast to 

these works, there is no trace of sentimentality in Poul Weile´s postmodern mermaid. On the contrary she 

appears as a self-assured modern woman who knows her own worth and is extremely aware of her feminine 

appearance with large, pointy breasts and the softly curved behind. 

 

Where the two above-mentioned monuments are placed in impressive and peaceful surroundings, the very 

opposite is the case with Poul Weile´s installation ”Adapted Surroundings #1” (2000), which was commisioned 

by Odense Bys Kunstfond (The Art Foundation of Odense City) and intended for the extremely busy street 

Thomas B. Thriges Gade. The complex artwork consists of a pedestrian crossing with a special oblique layout 

and a traffic island, all of it designed by the artist. The pedestrian crossing is marked in the traditional way with 

black and white stribes but the traffic island is covered in grey and pink granite in combination with the yellow 

”Odense quarry tiles” and partly framed by a railing shaped by prefabricated, galvanized iron bars into which 

two identical, flat, greenish groups of bronze sculptures have been integrated. The sculptures are shaped like 

three co-ordinated draperies which look different depending on whether you look at the front or the back. This 

causes the pedestrian who is crossing to notice both the front of the sculpture which is closest to him and the 

back of the one furthest away because the two sculpture sections have been placed in a staggered manner and 

with their backs to each other . This refinement is possible because the pedestrian as a precaution has to zigzag 

through the traffic island at a calm pace. Poul Weile has created his sculptures with inspiration from something 

as grandiose as the sculptor Bertel Thorvaldsen´s statue group ”The Three Graces” (1817-19), a title which 

refers to the three goddesses of elegance and joy from the Greek mythology. Completely in tune with the spirit 

of classicism, the world famous Danish artist made three naked graces, but Poul Weile´s graces are rather 

abstract interpretations dressed in thin costumes through which you can faintly see the beautiful shapes of the 

female figures. To avoid making this composition seem too oldfashioned and  delicate, Poul Weile has chosen 

to only show fragments of the figures, namely their lower body from hip to toes. He has said the following 

about his thoughts in connection with this work: ” A classical sculpture consists of three parts [:] plinth, figure 

and drapery which can be a piece of cloth, a jar or some other accessory. In my version the plinth is the new 

decorated covering of the traffic island, the pedestrians crossing the street are the figures and the sculptures 

are the drapery...this is a sculpture which is always moving and changing” 11. As in the exhibition ”Shut Out on 

the Wedding Night”, the artist is also involving the viewer actively in ”Adapted Surroundings #1” because he 

becomes a user. The purpose of the installation was – officially- to create a connection for the pedestrians 

between the two parts of the medieval city centre which had been split in two by the street Thomas B. Thriges 

Gade around 1970. But Poul Weile describes this with a touch of irony as ”cultures fight against materialism”, 

that is an unfair fight between two sets of values 12. 

 



In his latest monumental artwork ”Sail away to the land you know so well”, which is to be revealed in the 

autumn of 2011, Poul Weile continues to work on the relationship between figure and framing and thereby he 

picks up the thread from ”Adapted Surroundings #1”. Poul Weile turns his large bronze figure, a muscular man 

on a cloud, upside down, just like the famous German artist Georg Baselitz who was a big inspiration to the 

new generation of artists who revived the figurative expression in Denmak and became famous in the 

mid-eighties when they formed the artist group ”De Unge Vilde” (”The Wild Young Ones”) 13. Poul Weile´s 

bronze sculpture is hung from a stand made of steel which gives the work the character of a drama. However 

the artist tones down the drama by, very poetically, letting the hollows in the cloud serve as shallow reservoirs 

for thirsty birds. ”Sail Away...”is commisioned by Odense Municipality´s  Department for Citizens with Physical 

and Mental Handicaps. It will be placed in Sedenhuse, a socalled grow house for young physically and mentally 

disabled persons. 

 

The Artist Group The Research Team / Prospect ART 

 

When Odense Municipality wanted a sculpture in Sedenhuse, they chose Poul Weile because of his great 

commitment to the mentally disabled. After having done some research into international studies of the 

artistic work of mentally disabled people, he formulated a project in 1996 aiming at involving artistically clever 

persons with mental handicaps. He had the view that we owe it to the mentally disabled to treat them on 

equal terms with everybody else, that is as independent individuals who have a dignity of their own. As usual 

Poul Weile took the liberty to question the concept of normality. With support from The Ministry of Culture 

and Odense Municipality, the project was launched in the autumn of 1997 and continued until spring 1998 14. It 

had the respectful title ”The Artist Group The Research Team/ Prospect ART which placed those who were 

involved in a key position. Poul Weile elaborated on the purpose of the project in the following way: ” It is 

absolutely not in the nature of this project that I am going to learn the mentally disabled how to make art. It 

takes its starting point in what they already do – and have done for many years – and thereby takes it seriously 

and places it in a context of an exhibition.”  15. The latter became a reality in the spring of 1998, when  Fyns 

Udstillingsbygning for Kunst og Design (Funen´s Art and Design Showroom), also known as ”Filosofgangen” 

housed a large and versatile exhibition of works created by Prospect ART. Poul Weile took on the role as 

manager of the project until the carrying through of the exhibition and during the last 8-9 years he has 

functioned as its consultant. 

 

Body Art 

 

Poul Weile has a straightforward and unproblematic relationship with the naked human body and therefore he 

uses it in different ways as a motif in his art. In 2000 he did a series of works called ”møller” (a humorous 



Funen word for ”bottoms”). This was undoubtedly inspired by the French painter and performance art pioneer  

Yves Klein and his work from the 1960s ”Antropométrie” ( a Greek word which means: measurement and study 

of the human body and its parts and capacities). These works were created in the foolowing way: his female 

models covered their whole bodies or parts of them in paint, usually his patented ”International Klein Blue” 

and then they made a coloured print on the canvas according to the directive of the artist. The creation of 

these body works, which belong in the borderland between graphics and painting, typically took place during 

performances but several of the séances were also filmed. Poul Weile proceeded with more discretion when he 

made his series ”Møller” (”Bottoms”) around 1999. They only exist as finished works and how they were made 

is not documented. They were made by using the naked behinds of men and women as a kind of printing 

plates. He let them all dip their behinds in  pots of paint after which they made a print in either red or blue 

depending on their sex, on large sheets of paper.The abstract result was  not easy to decode without previous 

knowledge-but when you were put on the track of the playful idea it simply compelled you to smile or laugh a 

little. Because it is also ok for art to have that effect on the viewer. 

Poul Weile´s naked-bottoms-sheets which were shown in an exhibition called "Møller på Møllen" ("Bottoms at 

the Mill") at Egeskov Mill in 1999 are related to works made by a couple of older and well-known artists, 

namely the Japanese-American multi-artist Yoko Ono´s "Film No. 4 (Bottoms)" from 1966 and the Danish Eks 

School artist Paul Gernes´ "Bagsider" ("Behinds") from 1969 16. Yoko Ono made 10 second shots of hundreds of 

male and female bottoms, all filmed from the same angle while they were walking on a treadmill and being 

interviewed about this odd experience. The result was an 80 minutes long film where the viewer will notice 

that after a while the monotonous repetition makes the picture disintegrate and turn into an abstract 

composition. Exactly the same thing happens when you look at Poul Weile´s "Møller" ("Bottoms"). As a 

contrast, Paul Gernes´s ten one-off black-and-white photographs seem alone, but they provoke you because of 

what they are: pictures of naked male and female behinds and in some places genitals seen from the underside 

of the glass plate on which they were placed. 

What these different types of body art have in common is their experimental and barrier-breaking relationship 

with the human body whose private parts rarely have been depicted by artists in a frank way because of the 

morals of Christian culture. That is also why they have often been characterized as being pornographic. In this 

context it is important to recall the versatile artist Wilhelm Freddie and his dogged fight for his right to depict 

sexuality in his works in the period 1936 - 1963. Several of his artworks were confiscated  and he was imposed 

a number of fines before his prolonged confrontation with the authorities finally resulted in the 

anti-pornography law being  abolished in Denmark which was one of the first countries in the world to do so 

in 1969. While Freddie fought a rather lonely battle for his views for more than 25 years, the  rebellion against 

the authorities in the 1960s was in the nature of a collective movement  which especially manifested itself 

among the young visual artists. In 1996, Poul Weile and Erik Gram:Hanssen experimented humorously with the 

concept of Body Art in connection with the artist group Unforgettable Grünhorse´s exhibition which among 

other places was shown at Filosofgangen in Odense 17. One of the works was an installation which included a 

living female model. She was standing behind a screen which had a hole shaped as a bikini top through which 

you could see her naked breasts and if you touched the attributes  it activated a recitation of a poem by the 

Czech-German poet Rainer Maria Rilke. Laughingly Poul Weile has told the story about an exhibition guest who 



bursted with anger because he got upset about the close contact with the breasts which he had not realized 

were made of flesh and blood 18. 

In the work "Navel-Scan" which was made during the II. International Performance Festival in Odense in 1999, 

Poul Weile focused on navels. In connection with that event the artist encouraged passers-by to show their 

navels, get it scanned and immediately afterwards have it made public on the internet. Together with all the 

other netsurfers , the participants could then see all of the navel scans and possibly recognize their own. In 

contrast to Yoko Ono´s and Paul Gernes´ above-mentioned preoccupation with the intimate parts of the body, 

Poul Weile concerned himself with a mostly unnoticed but literally vital part of the body: the reminiscence of 

the lifeline to our mother during  our embryonic stage. 

 

The Installation "Home", 2010  

"Home" (2010) is one of Poul Weile´s latest works. In a way it sums up all of the different things he has worked 

with throughout his long carreer. Apparantly it is something as trivial as some handfuls of china figures placed 

on a dining table. On closer inspection it turns out that the artist has manipulated these objects of art which - 

considering their lack of artistic qualities - must be charcterized as kitsch. Something which Poul Weile as 

mentioned has a fondness for and which he likes to incorporate into his works as a kind of comment referring 

to a naive preference for bric-a-brac that the dogma about "the good taste" to a great extent  has taught the 

middle classes to dissociate themselves from. That is until the pop artists lead by the Englishman Richard 

Hamilton focused their attention on "the popular, the superficial, the replaceable, the cheap, the 

mass-produced, the youthful, the witty, the sexy, the smart, romantic". In "Home" Poul Weile has decomposed  

the china figures. He has cut them to pieces and put them back together again thereby turning them into new, 

weird creatures. To emphasize the homelike atmosphere which the title of the installation refers to, the artist 

has provided the white table top with coffee stains, while a video showing the faces of women telling about the 

concept of home in different languages,  is projected on the arrangement. In that way, Poul Weile succeeds in 

embedding a lot of different layers of meaning into "Home" as well as a lot of humour just as he has made the 

language element of the installation international and therefore in tune with the globalized spirit of today. 

 

Acknowledgements 

The monuments "Adapted Surroundings #1" and "Elle" were strong contributory factors to why Poul Weile was 

awarded the Fyns Amts Kunstpris in 2000, but he was also awarded  the prize because of his " extensive and 

versatile work with art" 19. The bronze model of "Adapted Surroundings #1" was purchased by Fyns 

Kunstmuseum (Funen Art Museum) in 2002, whereas the artist generously gave  the original plaster models 

of "Elle" and "Heads Down" to the museum  in 2008 20. "Heads Down" was originally made for the exhibition 

"Fall. Poul R. Weile. Fyns Amts Kunstpris 2000" at Brandts Klædefabrik. Here the investment company Norden 

saw the artwork and commisioned it for their patio on Odense Harbour. Poul Weile extended the work and 



turned it into a wall decoration consisting of five bronze heads placed on a zinc shelf under which three 

identical reliefs of walking, headless zinc figures were placed. At the same time the artist also gave the work a 

new title: "Five Steps Toward Neverending Joy". Unfortunately the company went bankrupt and the project 

had to be given up.  But in 2008 it ended up at Nyborg Gymnasium  where it now hangs on one of the 

school´s yellow brick walls.  

 

Conclusion 

Over the years, his work as an artist has been of such great importance to Poul Weile, that he has not taken the 

energy and time to make an autobiography until now, in 2010-11, at the age of 57. This publication, in the form 

of an interview, has been made with the assistance of his sons Sune and Nicolai. The publication which 

documents the extensive and versatile work of the artist will undoubtedly be appreciated by the many who 

have followed his artistic career and many results, just as it will be of great benefit to his future audience. 

Poul Weile has decided to publish his autobiography in four languages - Danish, German, English and Chinese- 

in recognition of the fact that his field of activity  and network has grown globally. Thus it will now be possible 

for an international audience to gain an insight into the ideas which this Danish artist has about his 

wide-ranging work. 

It is symptomatic that the autobiography is published just at this point when Poul Weile is pulling up stakes and 

leaving homelike Funen in favour of a life in Berlin. Since the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the German capital 

has become a flourishing international  center for art and culture, something which Poul Weile knows from 

experience because he has alternated between Odense and the German metropole since 2008.  But now he 

has chosen a life in Berlin and all the challenges which that involves. Good Luck! 

Anne Christiansen 

Senior Research Associate, Odense City Museums 
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